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This ess4y reports on an experimental education course for the pre-
service training of English/Secondary Education majors being taught for the
first time through the English Department at the University of Massachusetts
ai Roston. The course attempts to respond to deficiencies in teacher
nronaratinn AC we have encountered them in our own training programs and
as they have been revealed by a wide range of local and national reports and
policy statements on education and literacy. Responding to all the problems
in teacher training for English majors is obviously not possible in a fifteen
week course, and our conclusions are still tentative as we complete a

semester's work with this experiment. Yet I want to argue for the direction
this course attempts to take in redefining teacher preparation and suggest

possibilities for expanding that direction first by describing the generation of
the course and then by explaining it3 design and possible outcomes.

Impetus for the Pre-Practice Course

Three pre-practicum courses in the Institute for Learning and Teaching at
UMass, which houses both the Education Department and the Boston Writing
Project, prepare students to student teach; all these courses combine

educational methodology with on-site observation in high school classrooms.
Until now, all secondary education majors have been grouped together in
each of these methods courses, with only three hours provided for particular
subject matter instruction in the form of presentations given by
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departmental faculty. The presentations given by English Department
faculty served mainly to frustrate English/Secondary Education students,
who suddenly began to realize the tools they lacked and the difficulty of
their task as they learned for the first time about issues ranging from

incorporating process instruction in writing and reading to expanding the
literary canon to meeting the special needs of the high risk learner. Another
frustration for these secondary education students came in the area of
placement. Students made their own high school placements for student

teaching as well as for the observations they completed during pre-
practicum courses, but they typically located high schools on the basis of
proximity or familiarity, seldom on the basis of the quality of instruction

they would observe. Consequently, they were often disappointed in their
on-the-job training. Many students entered the profession poorly prepared,
with almost no understandings of any theory to inform the teaching of
English and only the most superficial realizations of actual classroom
practices.

In the English Department we had long been dissatisfied with this

preparation. We had observed our English majors student teaching--many

of them struggling--and as advisors we had listened to their anxieties and

confusion before and during the student teaching experience. Our

acknowledgment of problems in teacher training at our institution was
seconded by reports like the Carnegie Commission's in May,1986, which
called for sweeping changes in the system to stem the "rising tide of

mediocrity" condemned in the Presidential Commission 1983 report. A
Nation at Risk, These changes, including longer preparation programs and
better recruitment of highly-qualified candidates, have been endorsed and
expanded by other influential reports, including NEA Policy Statements, and
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in our area, the Outside Task Force Report ok fAllicatioo. The solutions that
come from these reports are directed at botk er4gratti arid classroom level,
with a call from the NEA for "programs that 01 bring tobther IC-12 and
higher education personnel in joint Projects" 40), frOal the Task force Report

for education faculty to be careful "to model vihat they teach" (21), from the

Carnegie Commission for stricter admissions vt,ohlords for enterilla education
majors and increased liberal arts instruction (0). An the reports insist that
activities in the classroom foster both indepeeihht action and collaboration
among students and teachers, recognizing tho these activities lead to critical
thinking. The Carnegie Commission encourages leachere to thing for
themselves if they are to help others think fq theoseiver and students to
be "busily engaged in the process of bringing Aro gnowledge and neW waYs
of knowing to bear .. . on difficult problems"(/), Yhese suggestions for the
improvement of both programs and practices j teacher Preparation respond
in many ways to our worries about the Englise/SeconclarY Education major
at UMass--Boston and her ability to be effectW allci confident in the high
school classroom.

Not coincidentally, proposals for the improW0e0t of Public secondary

education center on enhancing the same skills IP high 40001 students that
reports on higher education encourage among APtlege stodents: the capacity

to think critically, to communicate effectively, kailimAte ideas in
language. Two of these secondary educCion rverts lay particular emphasis
on the activity of the student and the challenge fqt teacpers in encouraging
it. Both the Paideia Proposal, based on a progre 4 liberal arts instruction at
the secondary level developed by Mortimer Atlisr end Aopla.11xcelloce,
a governmental task force report on education Old te eGollorhY, Sitritlarly
assert that high school classroom teaching mutt develop StUdents' cognitive
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skills, by focusing on concepts teller ttan oh topics. Students who learn to
think in concepts can develop pOrOonal Was of knowing and apply these
strategies to a wide range of intoifttial tak..s. The reports suggest that
students who are etccuraged to Iltittic M cOlicePts become, in fact, active
participants in their own educatoil.

Whatever their shortcomiikgs or the disagreements among them, the

wealth of reports like the ones Oskibed above makes oat tiling clear:
education at both secondary ang poU^StcostdarY lev4s must change to

accommodate more active learnt& lkild move facilitative teaching. The

reports also suggest that probletes teacher preparation mirror as well as
become public school system vroAlfitus. The Carnegie Commission report

notes that inadequate teacher 1:itvitratkIn derives from the gap students
perceive between their training ya klucidien and the real focus of the subject

area, a gap they encounter for th0 Ittst time as student teachers. But the
problem is larger imd more lerioiAs; tollege courses generally fail to help
students ate themselves as writqs qr as researchers who blend experiences
of their own and of others into a eek,constructed theory or methodology.
Our students in English/Secondat PluclAtion come from high school and

college classrooms where learnini As been a relatiVely passive activity.

Because they have been taught tv tkok In topics, not concepts, they are not
able or willing to pose problems tAr tteMseives, but instead look to give
answers to their teachers. They t,freGite What's elPected, but rarely link the
theory they read to its possible iOnikations or practices and almost never to
their own experience. Not unexpAdt4dly. students who become teachers are

ill-prepared to promote conceptiyuilqing skins, the very skills that shape
literacy. That's a particularly grate railing in the training of English teachers
whose classrooms will become thy fP111 Poiilt for teaching literacy, and yet
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whose preparation seldom includes composing or reading theory or methods
for confronting literacy issues. The system of passive learning gets passed
on in the classrooms these students eventually direct.

The effects of such inadequate training are visible in schools at both
secondary and post-secondary levels, as the need for improved preparation
is exposed in the increasing and alarming rate of attrition and illiteracy. In
Boston City Schools, where many of UMass--Boston teachers are sent, The
Doston Globe reported recently a 44% dropout rate, and estimates on
illiteracy in the population in the area run as high as 3oX (May 3,1987,114).
Boston is a large, urban center with significant numbers of minorities and
immigrants, those traditionally excluded from educational opportunity. But
it is not unique; urban and rural schools alike face many of the same
problems and the same frightening statistics. Many of the national reports
sound a note of Panic as they cite the inadequacies of retention and literacy
programs in the face of more stiffly competitive world market that will Place
greater demands on a population trained by fewer teachers.

Course Design and Course Applications
The pre-practice course at UMass--Boston was propelled by a

realization that we needed to better meet our responsibility to students who
would in their own turn become responsible for the literacy of their
students. The course we have designed is the third in the set of education
courses leading to student teaching, and it represents a cooperative effort
among the Institute for Learning and Teaching (ILT), the public schools, the
Boston Writing Project and the English Department. As we work with all
these groups, we hope to-create the interactive old interdependent model of
learning we promote in the teaching of this course.
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The Institute provides resources for replacing English faculty and
assures the course meets standard state requirements, including admission
to student teaching. As well, it furnishes the incentive for high school

cooperating teachers to become a part of the program. in the form of tuition
paid for one graduate course and funds to purchase classroom materials.
This aid from ILT has meant that a group of highly-motivated high school
teachers can become directly involved in teacher preparation at the
university. Support from the education program has also allowed the English
Departnient to team-teach the course, so that a number of faculty will train
themselves in teacher preparation and thus give the course and the liaison
continuityl. But even more important is the symbolic effect: team teaching
this course shows the pre-praCtice classroom as a model of interaction. In a
real sense, students will be team teaching with the educator who supervises
their apprenticeships in the high school, and our team teaching in the college
classroom reflects a belief in the cooperation and the collaboration that can
occur in such classroom dialogue.

Students participate in this dialogue not only in the pre-practice

course, but also as they observe for two hours a week in specially-selected
high school classrooms whose teachers are graduates of the Boston Writing
Project. Boston Writing Project staff help the English Department identify
these master teachers, successful practioners who have learned through the
Project how their own writing, and their thinking about writing, contribute
to their teaching of literacy. The classrooms of these teachers have varying
demographics, large and small, city and suburban, public and parochial. Two
of the cooperating teachers this past semester taught English as a Second
Language classes, two taught courses for high-risk learners, several worked
cooperatively with instructors in other departments. Like ours, their
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classrooms became laboratories for pre-practice students increasingly active
investigation into how concepts become methodologies, as students analyzed
the variety of strategies and situations that occurred in the high schools they
visited.

The cooperative effort between the English department teachers and
high school teachers included meetings, some with Boston Writing project
staff, to share concerns, discuss course materials and readings, and later to
assess effectiveness of the methods and materials. English department
teachers visited each high school classroom, and high school teachers visited
the college classroom for an open forum where all three groups--high school
and college teachers, and students--asked practical and theoretical questions
of one another. Near the end of the pre-practice course, high school and
college teacher met to evaluate each student's performance as observer and
participant in the program, and the high school teacher's evaluation became
an important tool for our general assessment of how each student was

learning to integrate the varying theoretical and practical components of the
course.

Reading, writing and research are three primary and intertwining

elements that direct this model of interaction and interdependence between
high school and college, teaching and learning, theory and practice. We
assume that students can neither teach nor nurture literacy unless they
penetrate their own literate behavior by "knowing their knowledge," as Ann
Berthoff phrases it (35). In the pre-practice course, we promote this
knowing by showing as well as telling, by making all our activities conform
to or play off against the theories and themes we invite students to examine
during the semester. A discussion of how to respond to student writing in
terms of what the writing is doing is obviously more meaningful if our
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responses to student papers in the course show an attention to the concerns
that researchers like Nancy Sommers have addressed. A belief in process

instruction translates into action when assignments build on one another

during the course. A definition of active learning that includes reading,
writing, talking and listening curies weight when students write in, as well
as out of, class every week, interact in small and large groups, listen and
respond to one another as well as to their teachers. Students learn to test
theory against their own experience as readers, as writers, and as students

in this course, and they learn to feel confident about testing those theories

and experiences in observing and describing their high school classrooms.

In other words, students continually juxtapose or blend classroom

practice, theory and their own roles as thinkers. As they read Frank Smith
and other reading theorists, they describe their own reading behavior and
respond to the use of reading in the high school classroom. While they read

Mina Shaughnessy, Ann Berthoff, James Moffett and Peter Elbow, they
examine the writing process in assignments that ask them to describe tneir
own writing behavior and in group activities that invite them to make

connections to the writing behavior of others. Later, students read Sondra

Perl and Janet Emig, learning about qualitiative research while they focus on
one high school student for a case study. They learn about concepts of
community in the classroom and beyond by experience as well as reflection,
by commenting on their own small group discussions as well as learning

about Stanley Fish's informed reader. The reading load is heavy and varied--
from Labov to E. D. Hirsch, from Piaget and Vygotsky to Wolfang Iser. Yet,

despite what sounds like cognitive overload or at least over-emphasis on
theory, students learn to keep the connections they make primary, rather
than their isolated reading or writing tasks, through a careful manipulation
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of practical experience and personal reflection within the context of
theoretical reading. Students keep journals of their reading and of their
observations, and these journals themselves show students how writing
helps them both articulate and apply what they are learning. Students are,
in fact, doing research, which is the umbrella over all these activities, and it
is a type of research that many students accomplish for the first time.
Students discover what and how they know as they make connections in
reading and writing; they find themselves applying Ideas rather than
repeating them, posing questions more than answers. Accomplishing this
kind of research, students are challenged to think in concepts, not topics.

This example might more clearly explain how the facets of the course,
reading, writing, and research, come together in activities within the course.
A classroom discussion near the beginning of the semester culminated in
students listing on the board what they perceived as similar and disparate
elements in reading and writing. The list included such items as writing is
active/reading is passive; you invent in writing/you receive in reading;
writing is hard/reading is easy. As they wrote these categories on the board,
the group began to find challenges to many of their initial assumptions and
were surprised to note that the differences between the two activities began
to seem less deep divergences than surface distinctions as they began to
analyze their own reading ntivity. During that week, students read Frank
Smith on the reading process at the same time they wrote about the ways in
which reading and writing activities were linked in their high school
classrootng. Here is an excerpt from Margaret's paper commenting on
reading and writing in an English as a Second Language class:

Students write stories, read their stories and thereby
discover what their stories lack. This sounds negative
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and it isn't because the students also rind out what the
strong points In their stories are. After a student has readhis/her story, Anne goes around in a circle and asks students
what they remember. It's at this time that any gaps or
misunderstandings are cleared up or filled in. It's important
for me to say that the writer herself has noticed and made
some inflectional attempt to clarify by stumbling and raising or
lowering her voice (and I suspect by adding words as she
reads). I think this technique is more effective 31an Anne
writing little corrections in the margins. In this way, the
self-corrections and also the group questions which can oftenlead to corrections, are in reality amplifications, not corrections
at all. The student didn't do anything wrong, she just didr't
tell me enough.

Margaret's response shows that she is learning something important about
responding to students writing, and about the role of the classroom
community, and connecting her discoveries to an integration of reading and
writing in a program of learning. She is clearly seeing herself in the role of
investigator or researcher, as she interprets her obser rations. She is, in
other words, coming to "know her knowledge" by researching her own
experience as reader and writer, student and teacher as well as researching
the experience of others in the community of the classroom she observes and
the journals she reads. This research is organic rather than imposed, and it
fosters active learning because of the activities it mandates--exploring,
negotiating, analogizing. Margaret's response typifies the active learning we
want students to pursue themselves and foster in their own students as they
become teachers.

I implications

It should be clear that this course requires a lot of manipulation.
Students move between the high school and the college setting, observe

11
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themselves as they observe others, push theory to the test of methodology
as they watch teachers and produce lessons of their own. But its rather
chaotic set up puts students into an active dialogue with what they learn. I

believe that participation in this dialogue can help students evolve both
strategies and rationales for their emerging teachers' roles.

What further directions do we need to take with this course in teacher
preparation? One direction centers on the next step for this group of
students--student teaching. Will the new classroom model for teacher
preparation affect the approaches of students as they begin to assume
control over classrooms themselves? We hope to be able to assess possible
effects and adjust the work of the course itself based on what we learn, as,
for the first time, a group of six student teachers who have completed this
course are superviscd by a member of the English department. These
students will meet periodically with one of the pre-practice teachers in
seminar/discussion groups throughout the student-teaching semester.
Providing continuity between pre-practice course and student teaching
experience allows for real evaluation of the course and the program; the
connection between course and practice also encourages students to monitor
and explore their own development as professionals

The other direction this course must approach more firmly is in the
strengthening of the collaborative, cooperative effort by expanding the roles
of those who are partners with the English department in this effort.

1. The high school cooperating teacher is crucial to the success of the
course, and the course should more clearly reflect the importance of the
connection. High school teachers might collaborate with the English
department faculty members teaching the course by helping to define issues
the course should pursue, by proposing course objectives and suggesting

12
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strategies for reaching them. The pairing of high school and college teacher
to teamAeach particular units or classes within the course would also
promote interaction and collaboration. In addition, the high school teacher's
professional involvement in preparation could be encouraged by a graduate
course that would include theory introduced to undergraduate pre-practice
students linked to a discussion of the supervision and training of new
teachers. The high school teachers who worked with the course this year
indicate the renewed enthusiasm they feel for the profession as a result of
establishing themselves as guides to new members. This feeling of renewal
among the most talented and dedicated of members of the profession can
only benefit the teacher preparation program.

2. A greater role for the Writing Project in the teacher preparation
course is both a positive and obvious additional step. The Boston Writing
Project's success with those already in the profession is demonstrated at
close range by the group of cooperating master teachers working with the
pre-practice course this year. The implementing of a writing project

program for student teachers would be as valuable, encouraging these

apprentice teachers to see themselves as writers and giving them a much-
needed sense of the professional community that they're becoming a part of.
Like the high school cooperating teachers, Boston Writing Project staff could
effectively team-teach parts of the pre-practice course with the English

department member. The combination of writing practice, reading and
writing theory coming out of such a team-teaching effort would be a
provocative illustrauk, to students of the symbiosis of reading and writing,
of the mutual interdependence of theory and practice.

3. The course needs more direct connection to experts in specialized
areas of literacy, particularly those who work with English as a Second
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Language and Bilingual students and teachers of basic writers and other high
risk learners, as well as experts in multi-cultural education programs. One of
the aims of this course is to help new professionals meet the challenges

presented by the diversity of the high school population. And, although

some of the readings and discussions in the course take up up significant

lines of inquiry, we need theory enhanced by pertinent, practical help from
teachers actively involved in these programs.

These prospects suggest that there is much work to be done to make

teacher preparation more viable. Yet, in spite of the limitations of one

course taught so far only once, a useful outcome has already been recognized
by the participating groups, a change in self-perception among students who

are finding a way to locate themselves in a community that embraces both
teacher and learner. Just as we want students to find themselves a part of
the large group of educators devoted to helping learners develop and

discover their own literacy, we want them to retain a sense of their status in
a community of learners themselves. Sondra Perl describes the community

in Through Teachers' Eyes this way: "The community of writers includes

Shakespeare, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Flannery O'Connor, and Ed, the student in

fifth period who flunked last term." (24). A pre-practice student expanded

that community further by defining the teacher's role: "To be a guide in

anything requires having been there before, having been there in a

meaningful way, and remembering having been there." As this student has

learned, the community of the classroom includes not only professional texts

from all historical periods and students from all skill levels, but also teachers

who make the bridges between student and tett through their awareness of
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themselves as readers and writers and their memory of the process of their
own literacy.

In general, we aim to encourage students to develop their own
theories, their own concepts of how literacy is acquired and how it might be

taught and nurtured. We hope to help this new generation of educators

realize that theory and research are not abstractions and data memorized to
pass courses and dismissed when the real world of the teacher's desk in the
English class presents itself. This course invites students to discover v:it the
research they do, the theory they make, is both their own and vital, moving

them from behind the desk to reach those who sit in front of it.
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Notes

1 Professor Eleanor Kutz taught the pre-practice course with me this
past semester. Next semester, I'll continue to teach the course, team-
teaching units with area high school teachers and Boston Writing Project
staff. Professor Kutz will conduct the seminar for student teachers and help
supervise student teaching in area high schools. Other English department
faculty members will be involved as supervisors of student teachers and
visiting lecturers in the pre-practice course.
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